
Clear Glue  (in a Gallon if possible to give you plenty to work with) 

Liquid Starch  

Nonpareils : After you have your clear glue, you may want to add things to it! I recommend nonpareils, 

which are so fun to watch melt in your slime. It will alter the color of your slime from clear to a muddy 

color after you are done playing however.  

Other ideas  to add to your clear slime are rubber bands, confetti

HOW TO MAKE CLEAR SLIME
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Learn how to make clear slime! 

 Clear slime is so much fun and when you add 
loom bands or sprinkles like we did, its a 

whole new and fun slime experience.   This 
slime recipe can also be combined with 

Rainbow Slime (clear glue) to get even more 
creative with your slime play time. 

 CLEAR SLIME INGREDIENTS



HOW TO MAKE CLEAR SLIME

If you are used to making slime in general, this is pretty easy for you but when it 
comes to clear glue, it typically needs double the amount of starch to cling 
together. Clear glue is VERY STICKY!! 
Pour in about a cup of glue and then start to add starch. Overall you may need as 
much as a cup, but start with 1/4th cup and slowly add more as you need it. This is 
much more than white glue slime as it takes longer to bond together.  
Knead until the glue and starch start to form a more solid slime. You will know that 
its the perfect amount when you can peel it off your hands. Your kneading my take 
up wards of 5 minutes before the slime forms properly. 
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Ready to add sprinkles? 
To make rainbow explosion slime with your clear slime, let your slime spread out 
on a nonstick surface like vinyl or a glass plate.  
Sprinkle nonpariels (balls of colored sprinkles) on your slime and let sit for about 
20 seconds.  
Gather both sides of slime and spread the sprinkles out, which will form rainbows.



More tips and video available at MomDots Website, just 

head to How to make Clear Slime and learn more! 
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You are welcome to use this printable for personal use, classrooms and clubs, but do 
not direct link online to the PDF file or upload to a site. Thank you for respecting 

copyright law.  

https://www.momdot.com/rainbow-explosion-clear-slime-diy/
https://www.momdot.com/how-to-make-fluffy-slime/
https://www.momdot.com/rainbow-explosion-clear-slime-diy/

